Year 5 Class

Pupil Passport to Learning 5
A guide to your learning journey

Name: …………………………………………………………………………………………………

Year 5 (Y5) Pupil Passport
Our vision for Whiston J & I School is one of high standards achieved through
the creative nature of the curriculum offered. We have a learning culture of
high and realistic expectations of everyone, children and adults alike. We believe that active
participation in learning is crucial through engaging children in their learning. We provide
opportunities for problem solving, creativity and independence in order to promote
confidence and maturity. There are many aspects of the educational process that we judge
to be non-negotiable, views that we hold with a passion about children’s education and one of
those being building positive and respectful partnerships between home and school.
As part of their seven year journey through Whiston J & I, from Reception to Year 6, it is
important that you, the children and the teachers know where they’re going, every step of
the way. We hope this passport helps to extend your child’s learning at home and that by
working in partnership, all our children will be able to achieve and exceed our high
expectations. This passport is intended to inform pupils and parents of the key end of year
expectations in the areas where parents and carers will be able to have the greatest impact
supporting their child. Now you know the destination, get ready to enjoy the journey!

Mathematics:

o

I can identify and use multiples and factors, square numbers (up to at least

o

I can compare, order, read, write and round (to the nearest 10, 100, 1000, 10

o

I can add and subtract whole numbers with more than four digits using formal

o

I can divide numbers up to 4 digits by a one digit number and begin to use the

144) and prime numbers (up to at least 19).

000 and 100,000) positive and negative numbers up to

1,000 000.

column method (understanding the place value of each digit).

formal written method of short division ; identify remainders appropriately in
context.

o

I can solve problems that involve converting units of money and time e.g.

o

I can solve fraction, decimal and percentage problems, including equivalents

timetables, TV schedules, cooking times etc;

e.g. ½, 0.5 and 50%.

Reading:

o

I can read for enjoyment a range of books from the Challenge List: 50

Books To Read By The End Of Year 5

o

I can read and explain the meaning of figurative language including

metaphorical phrase (‘raining cats and dogs’) and similes (scales like
needles).

o

I can write a book review and explain why a friend should/should not read

it.

o

I can explain how authors use language, including figurative language, to

affect (hook /scare/excite) the reader.

Writing:

o

I can use planning, drafting and a thesaurus to choose specific grammar

and vocabulary to affect (hook /scare/excite) the reader.

o

I can use paragraphs to develop and expand ideas, descriptions, themes or

events in depth.

o

I can use relative clauses to clarify and explain relationships between

ideas in fiction and non-fiction contexts.

o
o

I can use commas to clarify meaning or to add further description.

I can convert nouns or adjectives into verbs using suffixes e.g. author
becomes authorise, assassin becomes assassinate, class becomes classify.

When you have achieved all of these targets you will be ready
for Passport number 6: Passport to Year 6. Have a great year at
Whiston Junior and Infant School. 
Best wishes, Mrs Angell.

Whiston Junior and Infant School
Part of White Woods Primary Academy Trust

Engaging Minds Developing Lives
www.whistonjunior-infant.co.uk

Useful Websites:
 https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk
 http://rotherhamclc.wix.com/bubblemath
 www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games
 www.bbc.co.uk/schools/websites
 www.primaryinteractive.co.uk
 www.woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk
 http://www.snaithprimary.eriding.net/

Important Passwords:

